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Abstract 

A magneto-responsive energy/drug carrier that enhances deep tumor penetration with a porous 
nano-composite is constructed by using a tumor-targeted lactoferrin (Lf) bio-gate as a cap on 
mesoporous iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONs). With a large payload of a gas-generated molecule, 
perfluorohexane (PFH), and a hydrophobic anti-cancer drug, paclitaxel (PTX), Lf-MIONs can 
simultaneously perform bursting gas generation and on-demand drug release upon high-frequency 
magnetic field (MF) exposure. Biocompatible PFH was chosen and encapsulated in MIONs due to 
its favorable phase transition temperature (56 °C) and its hydrophobicity. After a short-duration 
MF treatment induces heat generation, the local pressure increase via the gasifying of the PFH 
embedded in MION can substantially rupture the three-dimensional tumor spheroids in vitro as 
well as enhance drug and carrier penetration. As the MF treatment duration increases, Lf-MIONs 
entering the tumor spheroids provide an intense heat and burst-like drug release, leading to su-
perior drug delivery and deep tumor thermo-chemo-therapy. With their high efficiency for tar-
geting tumors, Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH suppressed subcutaneous tumors in 16 days after a single MF 
exposure. This work presents the first study of using MF-induced PFH gasification as a deep tu-
mor-penetrating agent for drug delivery. 
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Introduction 
Advanced drug delivery nano-systems provide 

promising and novel approaches for improving the 
efficacy of existing drugs and cancer therapeutic mo-
dalities. Numerous nano-systems have demonstrated 
the potential to achieve reduced side effects, enhanced 
therapeutic efficiency, increased circulation times, and 
on-demand drug release. Some of them have been 
approved for clinical applications in tumor therapy, 
such as Doxil (PEGylated liposome), Abraxane 
(paclitaxel albumin-stabilized nanoparticle), DepoCyt 
(liposomal cytarabine), Oncaspar (PEG-asparaginase), 
CAELYXTM (PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin), and 
Genexol-PM (polymeric micellar nanoparticle) [1–6]. 

Others have also been demonstrated to possess 
on-demand release behaviors, which enable release of 
their therapeutic cargos without any lag in response 
to a specific physical stimulus, such as pH, light, 
temperature, ultrasound, and magnetic field [7–11]. 
Despite the improved therapeutic efficiency, most of 
these nanoparticles that are delivered through intra-
venous injection to a targeted tumor site are usually 
attached on the cancerous cells of the tumor periphery 
near blood vessels, thus leading to modest survival 
benefits, as the physiological barrier of the tumor 
hinders the penetration of nanoparticles and anti-
cancer drugs into the whole interior [12–14]. This 
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barrier that reduces transcapillary transport is mainly 
attributed to the high tumor interstitial fluid pressure 
(IFP) which reduces the penetration of small molecu-
lar drugs but also causes nanoparticle-based drug 
delivery systems to release their therapeutic agents in 
the perivascular cells of tumor [15–18]. Additionally, 
cancer-associated fibroblasts form a dense fiber net-
work in the tumor that can also block the penetration 
of drugs [19–21]. Therefore, delivering therapeutic 
agents to cancer cells residing in the center of tumors 
is difficult due to the native barriers separating the 
core of the tumor from blood vessels [22,23]. To en-
hance the delivering efficiency of drugs to deep tumor 
is a key factor to enhance the tumor therapy.  

A simple solution to improve the penetration 
and delivery capacity of drug carriers is to engineer 
their physic-chemical properties. For example, surface 
charges dominate the behaviors of nanoparticles 
(NPs) in tumor environments. Positively charged NPs 
increase the delivery of payloads to cells, and nega-
tively charged NPs provide better drug delivery into 
deep tumors [24,25]. In recent years, the improve-
ments in controlling nanoparticle size through col-
loidal chemistry and nanotechnology have also ena-
bled considerable progress in biomedical applications 
[26]. Many studies have shown that organic carriers 
(polymeric micelles) and inorganic NPs (gold and 
silica NPs) with small sizes (<100 nm) can increase 
tumor penetration compared to that for larger sizes. 
For example, Kumar et al. utilized 5.2 nm gold NPs 
stabilized with targeting peptides to enhance cellular 
uptake, whereas Wong and co-workers increased the 
penetration using a multistage delivery system (up to 
100 nm, quantum dot (QD)-coated gelatin spheres) 
whose sizes could decrease due to collagen degrada-
tion at the tumor site, subsequently enabling penetra-
tion deep into the tumor [27–29]. However, the tumor 
penetration capability depends on the properties of 
ultra-small-sized NPs themselves, and these small 
NPs cannot carry large amounts of drugs alone. Thus, 
it is highly desirable to use large NPs (> 100 nm) that 
can pass through physiological barriers in solid tu-
mors for deep penetration. 

Despite these recent advances in drug carrier 
engineering, technological challenges in effectively 
delivering nano-platforms with large amounts of 
therapeutic compounds to tumors still exist. First, it is 
often difficult to decrease the tumor IFP due to the 
dense cancer cells around tumor, which blocks the 
drug carriers outside. In this regard, a popular ap-
proach is the application of energy such as hyper-
thermia and ultrasound, which has been demon-
strated to increase tumor blood flow and tumor mi-

cro-environmental permeability [30-32]. For example, 
by combining thermal and mechanical effects, Lai 
reported that the accumulation of liposomes increased 
up to threefold to as much as 22 % ID/g under the 
ultrasound and hyperthermia treatment [32,33]. 
However, such high energy is difficult to control its 
working area, probably damaging the normal tissue. 
The second technological difficulty stems from ob-
taining sufficient drug accumulation at the tumor site, 
i.e., the kinetics of drug release. In most drug delivery 
systems, drug release is regulated by the diffusion 
rate of drugs or the degradation rate of the carrier 
matrix; these factors limit the achievable local drug 
concentration. However, practically all therapeutic 
agents possess a limited therapeutic window (too lit-
tle is insufficient to kill the cancer cells). Therefore, 
precise temporal- and dosage-control drug release at 
deep tumor sites is another key factor for cancer 
therapy.  

In this context, as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 1a, we report a new class of protein-capped 
magnetic mesoporous particles with remotely con-
trolled perfluorohexane (PFH) gasifying and hydro-
phobic anti-cancer drug release for deep tumor pene-
tration and therapy. The protein, lactoferrin (Lf), has a 
targeting function, forms the shell, and minimizes 
unintended cargo release; the mesoporous iron oxide 
nanoparticle (MION) carries a large payload of cargo 
in the hydrophobic pores and also serves as the actu-
ator for triggering drug release. The hydrophobic 
paclitaxel (PTX) and perfluorohexane (PFH) that are 
sequentially encapsulated in Lf-MIONs undergo 
minimal release until a high-frequency magnetic field 
(MF) triggers the release locally. Furthermore, the 
drug delivery system was tracked in a 
three-dimensional tumor spheroid model to evaluate 
the particle and drug penetration in real time. En-
hanced delivery of MIONs to tumor spheroids can be 
achieved by Lf targeting and PFH assistance. After a 
short-time MF exposure, the gasified PFH is actuated 
by the local temperature increase of MION and thus 
ruptures and damages the tumor spheroids, leading 
to a high penetration efficiency of the delivery system. 
As the duration of MF treatment increases, the syner-
gistic effect of the chemo- and thermo-therapy in the 
tumor spheroids can lead to the eradication of cells in 
a deep tumor (Figure 1b). Integrating these function-
alities in Lf-MIONs makes it possible to have a poten-
tially practical delivery platform for controlled drug 
release, bioimaging, disease theragonosis and com-
bination therapy through both multi-cargo delivery 
and magnetothermal therapy.  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the lactoferrin-capped mesoporous iron oxide nanoparticle (Lf-MION). The hydrophobic pores of Lf-MION carry both paclitaxel (PTX) 
and perfluorohexane (PFH), and these cargos can be triggered when treated with a high-frequency magnetic field (MF). (b) MF-induced heat gasifies PFH to enhance the 
penetration and accumulation of Lf-MIONs in a tumor spheroid. Through a combination of thermo-gasification and thermo-chemo-therapy, the Lf-MIONs can effectively 
eradicate the cancer cells in tumor spheroids. 

 

Materials and Methods 
Synthesis of mesoporous iron oxide nanopar-
ticles (MIONs)  

MIONs were prepared via a ligand-assisted 
method by the introduction of oleic amine (OA, 
Riedel-de Haёn) and sodium citrate as 
co-coordinating agents through a hydrothermal reac-
tion. In brief, 1 mL of oleic amine (OA) was dissolved 
in 10 mL of ethylene glycol (EG, J. T. Baker) to form a 
clear solution; next, 10 mmol of iron (III) chloride 
hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, Acros) and 20 mmol of so-
dium acetate anhydrous (NaAc, Aldrich) were added. 
Then, the mixture was mixed at 60 °C for 24 h to gen-
erate a homogeneous solution. The mixture was 
placed in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave for 
hydrothermal reactions at 220 °C for 8 h. After the 
reaction, the autoclave was cooled down to room 
temperature for another 3 h. The magnetic particles 
were collected by centrifugation at 7,000 rpm for 12 
min and washed with excess ethanol 3 times after-
wards. Before characterization and application, the 

particles were dried under vacuum overnight at room 
temperature. To investigate the capping ability of 
lactoferrin (Lf), OA-coated MIONs were dissolved in 
DI water (0.5 mg/mL) in advance. To provide linkers, 
the MION suspension was vigorously stirred at 4 °C 
for 3 h with 40 µL of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyla-
minopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC, Sigma) and 40 µL of 
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, Sigma-Aldrich) (0.1 %). 
The particles were washed using DI water by cen-
trifugation at 8,500 rpm 3 times and were then redis-
persed in the DI water. Lf at various concentrations 
and dissolved in DI water was added to the solution, 
which was stirred continuously for another 24 h at 4 
°C to allow for protein conjugation to MIONs. The 
resulting product was rinsed with DI water for later 
use.  

ZnS-Capped CdSe quantum dots (QDs, Ocean-
anotech) were loaded in OA-coated MIONs for 
tracking and imaging purposes. Loading QDs in 
OA-coated MIONs was achieved by dispersing 
OA-coated MIONs in a solvent mixture containing 5% 
(v/v) chloroform and 95% (v/v) n-butanol, and then 
by adding a controlled amount of QDs to the mixture. 
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After vortexing and stirring for 2 h, the particles were 
collected by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 10 min 
and re-dispersed into ethanol. Then, the product was 
washed with excess ethanol by three times and col-
lected by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 10 min af-
terward. The resulting QD-loaded MIONs were dis-
persed in D.I. water for further modification. 

Characterization  
The morphologies of MIONs and Lf-MIONs 

were characterized using a field emission scanning 
microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL-6700, Japan). For the mi-
croscope observation, the particles were dried on a 
silicon wafer and coated with platinum through 
sputtering for 90 seconds. An X-ray diffractometer 
(XRD Bruker AXS, XRD-D8) was used to estimate the 
phase of the particles by scanning over 2θ from 10° to 
70° under Cu Kα radiation. Furthermore, to investi-
gate the magnetic properties and hysteretic behavior 
of MIONs and Lf-MIONs, a superconducting quan-
tum interference device (SQUID, MPMS-XL) was 
used from -10,000 G to +10,000 G at 298 K. A 
high-frequency magnetic field (MF) was used to in-
duce the heating of MIONs. The suspension of MI-
ONs or Lf-MIONs was placed into tubes and sub-
jected to MF at various strengths (4, 8, and 16 kA/m). 
After the heating, the temperature was measured us-
ing a thermometer.  

Perfluorohexane (PFH) and fluorescent dye 
loading and release 

 Perfluorohexane (PFH) and a fluorescent dye 
(rhodamine dye) were used to investigate the encap-
sulating and releasing behaviors of MIONs and 
Lf-MIONs at various conditions. In brief, the PFH and 
dye were mixed via sonication of the particles at room 
temperature and sealed in bottle. Due to the hydro-
phobic-hydrophobic affinity, the PFH and dye were 
absorbed on the pores of particles. Then, the free PFH 
and dye were removed by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm 
for 10 min and washed with excess DI water three 
times. To evaluate the loading content of PFH, the 
particles encapsulating PFH were kept at a different 
temperature to evaporate the loaded PFH, and then, 
the particles were re-weighed. The amount of PFH 
was calculated using the weight loss of PFH during 
the evaporation. Rhodamine dye was used to inves-
tigate the releasing property at various conditions, 
where the dye, which functioned as a model drug in 
the release experiment, could be observed using an 
inverted fluorescence microscope (ECLIPSE Ti, 
NIKON, Japan), and the fluorescence intensity was 
quantified using a fluorescence spectrophotometer 
(F-7000, Hitachi, Japan). To determine the loading 
capacity of dye, the dye was extracted from 

dye-loaded particles by methanol. The concentration 
of dye was quantified using a fluorescence spectro-
photometer (F-7000, Hitachi, Japan). Then, dye load-
ing capacity can be determined after calculation. 

Drug loading and release  
To load Paclitaxel (PTX, Scinopharm, Taiwan), 2 

mg of PTX was dissolved in 2 mL of DMSO, and dif-
ferent carriers were soaked in a solution, followed by 
stirring for 24 h. Then, the drug-encapsulated carrier 
was dried under vacuum to evaporate the DMSO for 
another 24 h. Then, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 
was used to wash the carriers 3 times to remove 
un-loaded PTX.[34] To prepare the PTX/MIONs-PFH, 
PFH was mixed with the particles at room tempera-
ture for 2 h, and then, the particles were washed to 
remove the free PFH by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm 
for 10 min with excess DI water. Furthermore, Lf was 
used to cap PTX/MIONs-PFH through EDC reactions 
for 3 h. The resulting particles were washed using DI 
water through centrifugation at 8,500 rpm 3 times and 
then re-dispersed in DI water and stored at 4 °C. To 
determine the loading capacity of PTX, PTX was ex-
tracted from 10 mg of drug-loaded particles by 10 mL 
acetonitrile. High-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC, Agilent Technologies 1200 series) with 
a 150 mm ZORBAX Eclipse XDB-C18 (5 µm) column 
was used to quantify the PTX at a wavelength of 204 
nm; the mobile phase was 40 % water and 60 % ace-
tonitrile. Then, the loading capacity was calculated 
while identifying the concentration of PTX. The en-
capsulation efficiency (EE %) was determined by the 
following equation: EE % = (A-B)/A×100, where A is 
the total amount of PTX, and B is the amount of PTX 
remaining in the supernatant. Furthermore, GC was 
applied to quantity the PFH content after PFH was 
extracted by chloroform from particles.  

 The in vitro drug release of PTX was examined in 
0.1 % Tween-80 (v/v) in 20 mL of DI water. Then, 3 
mL of released solution with dispersed PTX-loaded 
carrier was collected and separated by centrifugation 
at 6000 rpm for 10 min. The clear supernatant con-
taining released PTX was characterized using HPLC, 
and the measurement was performed in triplicate.  

Similarly, high-frequency magnetic field 
(MF)-simulated PTX release was identified with dif-
ferent MF treatment conditions. MF with a frequency 
of 50 kHz can be used to activate/heat the MIONs and 
Lf-MIONs owing to the magnetically induced energy. 
A suspension of drug-loaded MIONs and Lf-MIONs 
was placed into tubes and treated with MF of different 
magnitudes (0, 4, and 8 kA/m). After the treatment, a 
thermometer was used to measure the temperature, 
and the drug release profile was determined by 
HPLC. 
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Cytotoxicity and in vitro cell uptake  
RG2 (a brain cancer cell line) was maintained in 

Eagle’s minimum essential medium containing 10 % 
fetal bovine serum and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin in 
a 5 % CO2-enriched atmosphere at 37 °C. After the 
cells were cultured for 24 h, various carriers were 
added to the cancer cells for different times. The cell 
viability after different treatments was investigated by 
a counting method based on trypan blue exclusion. 
After removal with trypsin, cells were collected and 
scored using optical microscopy. The surviving cells 
(unstained by trypan blue) were counted up to 5 
times, and three individual experiments were carried 
out for various treatment groups. To estimate the 
cellular uptake of carriers using confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy, hydrophobic fluorescent quantum 
dots (Oceantech, USA) were loaded into the pores of 
carriers through hydrophobic interactions. Then, RG2 
cells were incubated with QD-loaded MIONs and 
Lf-MIONs for different times. The cells were observed 
with a confocal microscope (CLSM, Zeiss LSM 700 
Confocal, Germany). Additionally, the cells were 
harvested by trypsin-EDTA and resuspended in me-
dium for flow cytometry analysis (10,000 cumulative 
events, analyzed by CELLQUEST® software).  

Three-dimensional tumor spheroid models were 
prepared by using a liquid overlay method by coating 
1 wt% agarose on cell dishes in phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS). RG2 cells were incubated at 2×105 cells 
per well in 4 mL of cell culture medium with 10 % 
fetal bovine serum and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin in 
a 5 % CO2-enriched atmosphere at 37 °C. After 48 h, 
tumor spheroids that were approximately 200 µm in 
diameter were formed. To observe the spheroids, the 
spheroids were fixed with 1 % formaldehyde and 
permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 for 30 min. 
Rhodamine phalloidin and DAPI were applied to 
stain the F-actin and nuclei of cells, and the spheroids 
were imaged using a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope (CLSM, Zeiss LSM 780 Confocal, Germany). 
The CLSM software (ZEN lite) was used to analyze 
and quantify the fluorescence intensity from various 
signals. Furthermore, the effects of MF on the tumor 
spheroids were also evaluated by CLSM. After the 
tumor spheroids formed, PFH/Lf-MIONs were in-
cubated with spheroids for another day. Subsequent-
ly, an MF with a strength of 4 kA/m was applied to 
the cells for 30 seconds. Then, the cells were stained 
and observed using identical approaches for CLSM.  

In vitro magneto-thermo-chemo-therapy  
RG2 cells and tumor spheroids were incubated 

with MIONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PTX, and 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH for 24 h, and then, the cells were 
washed to remove the free particles. The loading ca-

pacity of PTX in Lf-MIONs/PTX and 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH was kept at 0.5 mg PTX/mg. 
The cell viability was investigated by a counting 
method. Trypsin was used to remove the cells from 
dish, and trypan blue was applied to distinguish the 
live/dead cells. Then, the cells were counted and 
scored using an optical microscope. The individual 
experiments were carried out 4 times for each treat-
ment group. Similarly, the effects of high-frequency 
magnetic field (MF)-simulated PTX release was also 
evaluated. An MF with a strength of 8 kA/m was 
used to treat the cells and tumor spheroids for 5 min. 
After the treatment, the cells were incubated for an-
other 24 h. Again, the cell viability was estimated us-
ing an identical method. 

In vivo anti-tumor efficacy  
All animals were obtained from BioLASCO 

Taiwan Co. (Taiwan) and handled in accordance with 
the guidelines for Animal Care and Use Committee of 
the Institute of Life Science of National Tsing Hua 
University. To induce solid tumors, RG2 cells (1×105 
in 100 µL PBS) were injected into female nude mice 
(CAnN.Cg-Foxn) that were 6 weeks old. When the 
tumor volume reached 50 mm3, 100 µL of saline solu-
tion containing 2 wt% carriers was i.v. injected into 
the mice through the tail vein. To evaluate the effect of 
chemotherapy, post-treated tumor sizes were meas-
ured at different time points using a digital caliper 
and photography. Parallel studies of magne-
to-thermo-chemo-therapy used mice that had re-
ceived 1 MF treatment (4 kA/m) for 10 min at 24 h 
post-injection. After 16 days, the tumors were col-
lected and weighed after fixing with 10 % formalin. 
All measurements were performed in triplicate.  

Results 
Synthesis and characterization of Lf-MIONs 

Mesoporous iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONs) 
are fabricated via a facile ligand-assisted synthesis 
method by the introduction of oleic amine (OA) and 
sodium citrate as co-coordinating agents through a 
hydrothermal reaction. In Figure 2a, the synthesized 
MIONs with a diameter of approximately 160 nm can 
be uniformly dispersed in aqueous solution. The po-
rous structures can also be clearly observed for each 
particle. The higher magnification in Figure 2b shows 
that a MION is composed of several iron oxide do-
mains that are approximately 15 nm in diameter, and 
the MION pores are constructed between these iron 
oxide domains. The possible MION formation mech-
anism can be explained as two steps during the hy-
drothermal synthesis. First, Fe3+ ions are partly re-
duced to Fe2+ by ethylene glycol, and then, Fe3O4 
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primary nanoparticles were formed via dehydration 
of these ions. Second, the formation of MIONs seems 
plausible through the oriented attachment of these 
primary particles; this orientation can minimize their 
surface energy and magnetic dipole alignment. After 
the OA removal step in the synthesis process, the 
particle size increases, and the pores between each 
iron oxide domain become indistinct, as demonstrat-
ed in Supplementary Material: Figure S1. The 
OA-ligand complex on the surface of the pores re-
stricted particle growth and led to a pore hydropho-
bicity, which promoted the effective encapsulation of 
hydrophobic paclitaxel (PTX) and perfluorohexane 
(PFH) molecules in the carrier. Furthermore, these 
hydrophobic pores of MIONs can be further capped 
by a thermal-sensitive bio-gate (a biocompatible pro-
tein, lactoferrin (Lf)) through absorption and partial 
covalent bonds [34–36]. Concerning Lf, we found a 
lower concentration Lf (e.g., 1 wt% Lf) favored the 
deposition of a thin layer to cap MIONs (Figure 2c, 
2d), and a higher concentration Lf (e.g. 5 wt% Lf) fa-
vored filling the whole pore (Figure 2e, 2f). This result 
implies a high affinity between pores and Lf due to 
hydrogen bond interactions. Furthermore, after the 
chemical linking, the Lf coating persists for more than 
one month without desorption, indicating the good 
stability of Lf on the pores. The closer observation in 
Figure 2d shows that after the application of a 
low-concentration Lf coating, the ultrathin layer of Lf 
on MION is approximately a few nanometers in 
thickness, and no observable crevices or cracks were 
microscopically detectable on the surface of the 
Lf-MIONs, suggesting a compatible interface between 
these two components. Once the concentration of Lf 
increased, the pores filled, as indicated by the ob-
served smooth surface (Figure 2e and 2f). Further-
more, the results of zeta potential analysis and ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) further proved that Lf 
conjugated to the MIONs. The charge of MIONs was 
changed from positive (+10.8 mV) to negative (-12.4 
mV) after the Lf conjugation to MIONs, as measured 
by the zeta potential. Moreover, TGA analysis indi-
cated that the weight ratio of Lf in Lf-MIONs is ap-
proximately 4.6 % (Figure 2g). Furthermore, to con-
firm the chemical bonds, X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) was applied. As shown in Supple-
mentary Material: Figure S2, the binding energy of O 
1s is detected from 527.0 to 537.0 eV, and the peak of 
iron oxide was at 529.3 eV, which is consistent with 
literature report. A peak at 530.4 eV for the Lf indi-
cates its carboxylic acid group. When Lf and 
OA-MIONs were incorporated, a shifting to higher 
energy region (531.4 eV) was observed, implying that 
the carboxylic acid was chemically bonded or immo-
bilized onto the particle surface. The higher binding 

energy is believed to be a result of EDC reaction be-
tween primary amine on the surface of the MIONs 
and carboxylic acid group of Lf, forming a covalent 
bonding, implying an excellent chemical affinity be-
tween both participating phases and a mechanically 
strong solid network is achieved. Beside, after conju-
gating, a peak at 288.1 eV of C 1s for amide bonds 
(O=C-N) increased, which further confirms the for-
mation of bonding between OA-MIONs and Lf. For 
long-term preservation, the Lf-MIONs were 
freeze-dried at -80 °C. The freeze-dried particles can 
be resuspended in water and showed the same dis-
persion and weight loss as before. This finding sug-
gests that the drug carriers remained unchanged 
during freeze-drying, which can preserve Lf-MIONs 
and prevent drug release. We note that the Lf-MIONs 
can be used as MRI contrast agents, which is outside 
the scope of this study.  

The choice of capping protein for the drug de-
livery platform is also motivated by consideration of 
the in vivo long-term circulation. Most carriers are 
known to absorb serum proteins during in vivo circu-
lation, which significantly induces the uptake of 
nanocarriers by macrophages. As a result, carriers are 
removed by clearance organs, and only a few carriers 
reached the targeted tumor. Recently, surface modi-
fication, such as polyethyleneglycol (PEG) coating, of 
these nanocarriers has become an attractive technique 
to prevent this situation. However, many natural par-
ticles, such as lipoproteins coated by apolipoproteins, 
can also eliminate the uptake of macrophages. 
Therefore, a protein shell on the nanoparticle can 
theoretically reduce unintended serum protein coat-
ing. For this approach, the Lf-coated MION (termed 
Lf-MION) is a first attempt to use protein-capped 
porous nanoparticles to improve functionality. 
Moreover, compared to other mesoporous particles, 
the Lf-MIONs carrying large amounts of hydrophobic 
drug and perfluorohexane (PFH) in their pores dis-
play little drug and gas release until the particles are 
actuated by a high-frequency magnetic field (MF). 
Because MF-responsive MIONs can generate intense 
heat locally, both PFH gasification and magne-
to-thermo-chemo-therapy guide local particles with 
enhanced permeability to deep tumor cells and enable 
the release and spread of a large dose of PTX to kill 
tumor cells.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns revealed that 
the crystalline phase of MIONs is Fe3O4 (magnetite), 
as shown in Figure 2h. Six main diffraction peaks at 
2θ = 30°, 36°, 43°, 54°, 57°, and 63° that can be consid-
ered the characteristics peaks of Fe3O4 crystal plane 
can be detected (according to Fe3O4 (JCPDS 
[85-1436])). After the MIONs were coated with Lf, the 
relative diffraction intensity of the Fe3O4 peaks be-
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came weaker because the presence of the amorphous 
protein lowered the concentration of iron oxide na-
noparticles. A superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) at 298 K with the magnetic field 
sweeping from -10,000 to +10,000 G was used to 
evaluate the magnetic property of MIONs, oleic 
amine-coated MIONs (OA-MIONs), and lactoferrin 
coated-MIONs (Lf-MIONs). In Figure 2i, the correla-
tions between the magnetizations of the MIONs, 
OA-MIONs and Lf-MIONs and the magnetic field 
have a similar shape and negligible hysteresis. Again, 

the presence of oleic amine and lactoferrin dilutes the 
MIONs, leading to a lower saturation magnetization 
(Ms) of the Lf-MIONs compared with that of the pure 
MIONs. A magnet that was near the solution could 
completely attract these particles, indicating that the 
Lf-MIONs possess excellent magnetic response (inset 
picture of Figure 2i). Furthermore, the magnetic 
property of these Lf-MIONs after storage at 4 °C for 3 
weeks was investigated, as shown in Supplementary 
Material: Figure S3. The result reveals no obvious 
change in the magnetic characteristics.  

 

 
Figure 2. SEM images of Lf-MIONs prepared using various concentrations of lactoferrin for coating with different magnifications: (a, b) 0 %, (c, d) 1 %, and (e, f) 2 %. (g) 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) analysis of MIONs and Lf-MIONs, and the weight loss of Lf-MIONs after freeze-drying and resuspension in water. The dried Lf-MIONs can be 
re-dispersed in water solution and displayed similar weight loss as before, suggesting that the Lf-MIONs remained intact during the drying preservation and precluding any 
possibility of Lf desorption. (h) X-ray diffraction patterns of as-synthesized MIONs and Lf-capped MIONs (Lf-MIONs). (i) Field-dependent magnetization curve of MIONs, oleic 
amine-coated MIONs (OA-MIONs) and Lf-MIONs. (j) Heat generation kinetics of a PBS suspension of Lf-MIONs for 4, 8 and 16 kA/m high-frequency magnetic fields (MFs). 
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When Lf-MION suspensions (0.1 mg/mL in PBS) 
were treated with a high-frequency magnetic field 
(MF) with a frequency of 50 kHz, an obvious increase 
in temperature was measured (Figure 2j) for various 
MF intensities ranging from 4 to 16 kA/m. The 
mechanism by which the MF induces heat from 
magnetic particles is through magnetic energy dissi-
pation (Brown and Néel relaxations), which is detri-
mental to the crystal size and the materials [37,38]. 
The temperature increase in Lf-MIONs can be regu-
lated by the MF strength and treatment time. When 
the strength of MF was 16 kA/m, the temperature of 
the solution rose to 80 °C within 3 min, indicating 
excellent sensitivity of the MIONs. Even for a 
low-strength MF (4 kA/m), the temperature increased 
to 50 °C rapidly. Such highly sensitive behavior of 
heat generation is convenient for use in tumor ther-
mo-therapy, especially for deep tumors. Because the 
MF strength can be gradually decreased by adjusting 
the induction coil, the high sensitivity of heat genera-
tion induced by a weak high-frequency MF is ex-
tremely important for clinical uses.  

Encapsulation and controlled release of PFH 
and PTX 

To evaluate the encapsulation of perfluorohex-
ane (PFH) and the temperature response, PFH en-
capsulated in Lf-MIONs was vaporized and observed 
using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 
(both PFH and red fluorescent dye were embedded in 
Lf-MIONs). The PFH in the pores of Lf-MIONs is sta-
bilized by the hydrophobic/hydrophobic interactions 
between PFH and the large surface areas of oleic 
amine-modified pores. As expected, the bubbles were 
visualized when the heat treatment was applied to 
PFH/Lf-MIONs at 75 °C for 1 s (Figure 3a). This result 
implied that PFH has been successfully encapsulated 

into the MIONs and exhibited heat responsiveness. 
Additionally, the red fluorescent dye (rhodamine dye 
as a model drug) embedded in Lf-MIONs was re-
leased rapidly upon PFH gasification and then dif-
fused through the solution. To evaluate the influence 
of temperature on the PFH/Lf-MIONs, the carriers 
were maintained at 37, 45 and 75 °C to evaporate the 
encapsulated PFH. The carriers were re-weighed at 
regular intervals, as shown in Figure 3b. At 37 °C, the 
amount of PFH slightly decreased at 60 min. In con-
trast, at 45 °C, the encapsulated PFH was fully re-
leased after 60 min, and at 75 °C, all the PFH was lost 
in 30 min. The results suggested that the higher tem-
perature provided stronger energy for inducing PFH 
vaporization. The dependence of in vitro fluorescent 
dye release on the temperature increase in Lf-MIONs 
was also considered, as shown in Figure 3c. Com-
pared to the situation at 37 °C, when the temperature 
was kept at 75 °C, the dye release rate increased sig-
nificantly within 5 min, indicating the rapid thermal 
response of Lf-MIONs. Subsequently, the sustained 
fast release was maintained for 40 min. After 40 min, 
another sustained release behavior was measured, 
and more than 74 % of the dye was released. At 45 °C, 
the release rate was slower than that at 75 °C, but a 
similar release pattern was observed. These results are 
significantly agreement with Figure 3b but also show 
that the dye release rate is slower than the predicted 
value, which suggests that dye molecules cannot be 
completely released. The uncompleted release is 
probably due to the strong interactions between dyes 
and particle surfaces. Because the mesoporous iron 
oxide nanoparticle is not a thermosensitive material, it 
is believed that the PFH vaporization and Lf defor-
mation contributed to the dye release. Thus, we can 
conclude that the release behaviors of Lf-MION are 
highly dependent on the influence of temperature.  

 
Figure 3. (a) Confocal laser 
scanning microscopy (CLSM) 
images of Lf-MIONs encapsu-
lating perfluorohexane (PFH) 
before and after heating at 75 
°C for 1 second. White arrows 
in the inset pictures point to 
the Lf-MIONs. (b) The PFH 
content patterns monitored by 
thermogravimetric traces over 
time at 37 °C, 45 °C, and 75 
°C. (c) Cumulative dye (rho-
damine dye as a model drug) 
release from Lf-MIONs at 
various temperatures. (d) 
Cumulative PTX release from 
Lf-MIONs after 5 min of a 
high-frequency magnetic field 
(MF) treatment at 0, 8, and 16 
kA/m. (e) SEM image of 
Lf-MIONs after MF treatment. 
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A hydrophobic anti-cancer drug, paclitaxel 
(PTX), was encapsulated by MIONs, and the loading 
capacity of PTX in MION reached 0.92 mmol g-1. 
When compared to MIONs without an oleic amine 
modification, these MIONs showed lower PTX load-
ing capacity (0.53 mmol g-1). The large payload of PTX 
is not solely caused by the surface area alone; it also 
reflects the affinity between PTX and hydrophobic 
pore surfaces. Furthermore, it is well known that a 
nanoporous structure is a potent absorbent of 
oil-soluble drugs [39]. Therefore, the MIONs with the 
OA modification exhibited higher loading capacity 
than those without OA modification. To confirm the 
pore structures of OA-MIONs before and after PTX 
loading, BET and TEM were applied as shown in 
Supplementary Material: Table S1, Figure S4, and 
Figure S5. The characteristics pore filling step disap-
pears in the N2 adsorption isotherm after PTX is 
stored, and the pore volume decreases by about 80 %, 
which indicates that most of the pores have been 
filled. From the TEM results in Supplementary Ma-
terial: Figure S5a and S5b, the porous structure can 
be obtained for OA-MIONs. However, after loading 
PTX to OA-MIONs, most of the pores were filled as 
shown in Supplementary Material: Figure S5c and 
S5d. After PTX loading, the MION-PTX system was 
loaded PFH and then capped by Lf bio-gates. Figure 
3d shows profiles of the PTX release from Lf-MIONs 
under the influence of a high-frequency magnetic 
field (MF) at strengths of 0, 4 and 8 kA/m. The results 
demonstrated that the PTX release rate for MF treat-
ment is much faster that that without MF treatment. 
The PTX release from Lf-MIONs is less than 15 % in 
120 min. For Lf-MIONs subjected to MF for 5 min at 
strengths of 4 and 8 kA/m, the PTX release can be 
controlled: the stronger the MF treatment is, the more 
drugs are released. When 5 min of MF was used, the 
PTX release of Lf-MIONs followed a burst-like release 
pattern, and then the release rate decreased after MF 
removal. As demonstrated in Figure 2j, MF can in-
duce intense heat through magnetic energy dissipa-
tion [37,38]. Such strong energy leads to the release of 
PTX from Lf-MIONs due to a combination of the PFH 
gasification and Lf conformation changes. Here, Lf is 
used as thermosensitive polymer. Because the tem-
perature is increased to approximately 42 °C, most 
hydrogen bonds between peptides disappear, which 
loosens the intramolecular interactions between pro-
tein structures. The behavior was confirmed by SEM 
imaging (Figure 3e), which showed that the surface of 
Lf-MIONs became rough after MF treatment; this 
changed indicated that the Lf structures became de-
formed. Therefore, for the MF treatment (4 and 8 
kA/m), the unrecoverable deformation of bio-gates 
still showed a sustained release after removal of the 

MF treatment. Additionally, to understand the PTX 
stability of Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH, the cumulative PTX 
release without MF treatment was also examined as 
shown in Supplementary Material: Figure S6. The 
hydrophobic PTX exhibits little driving force for dis-
solution in the water, so it suffers from little release 
except for the step release in the beginning which may 
be attributed to the desorption of the residual PTX on 
particles surfaces. Both release profiles of 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH and Lf-MIONs/PTX are less 
than 15 % in 120 min, suggesting the good stability of 
PTX in MIONs.  

Cell viability and uptake 
 To investigate the cell viability of MION and 

Lf-MION, carriers with various concentrations were 
incubated with RG2 cells (a brain cancer cell line) for 
24 h. At concentrations up to 5 mg/mL of MION, the 
results demonstrated that the drug-free MION (cell 
viability of approximately 82 %) and Lf-MION (cell 
viability of approximately 87 %) caused low toxicity 
to cells (see Supplementary Material: Figure S7). 
Next, for an evaluation of the RG2 cell uptake efficacy 
of carriers, quantum dots (QD) with emission fluo-
rescence at 600 nm were loaded into the hydrophobic 
pores of MION and Lf-MION to enable tracking in the 
cells. Lf is a common targeting ligand for brain tumors 
because Lf receptors are overexpressed on RG2 cells 
[35]. After 30 min of incubation with Lf-MION, 
Lf-MIONs that were highly labeled with QD (red 
dots) were observed using confocal laser scanning 
microscopy imaging, and most of Lf-MIONs were 
found in the cytoplasm, indicating the high targeting 
and internalization ability (Figure 4a). Figure 4b and 
4c shows the results for 1 and 2 h of incubation with 
Lf-MION, further indicating that the cytoplasm con-
tains these particles and the enhancement of the fluo-
rescence signal in the cells. For comparison, MIONs 
without Lf capping were also incubated with RG2 
cells in the control group. As shown in Figure 4d to 4f, 
the accumulation of MIONs is relatively low for sim-
ilar incubation times, especially for 30 min, suggesting 
a weak interaction between the particles and the cell 
surfaces. Furthermore, flow cytometry was used to 
quantify the cell uptake of MION and Lf-MION in an 
RG2 cell line (Figure 4g). The fluorescence intensity 
from the Lf-MIONs is approximately 2 times stronger 
than that from the MIONs without Lf after 30 min of 
incubation, indicating that the Lf receptors increased 
the internalization. For an increase in the incubated 
time to 2 h, the fluorescence intensity significantly 
increased because of the cell uptake of Lf-MIONs. 
Therefore, the Lf surfaces on MIONs can enhance cell 
uptake. A control experiment in which RG2 cells were 
incubated with QD-free Lf-MIONs confirmed that the 
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red fluorescence is from the QDs in Supplementary 
Material: Figure S8. Another cell line with low Lf 
receptor overexpressing, MRC-5 (a human lung fi-
broblast, normal cell) cell, is also incubated with 
Lf-MIONs, exhibiting no obvious cell uptake of 
Lf-MIONs (Supplementary Material: Figure S9).  

Evaluation of Lf-MIONs in in vivo-like multi-
cellular tumor spheroids  

The in vivo-like multicellular tumor spheroids 
was applied to understand the intratumoral behaviors 
of nanoparticle penetration, cellular uptake and drug 
molecular diffusion from delivery systems in real time 
[24]. With results similar to those for an in vivo solid 
tumor, many studies have demonstrated that such 
tumor spheroids display heterogeneous cell mor-
phologies, which differ depending on the relative 
positions of the spheroids: the cells around the pe-
riphery are mainly proliferating, and the cells in the 
center are usually necrotic and apoptotic [40–43]. The 
peripheral edge of a tumor spheroid is composed of a 
high density of compact cancer cells, which poten-

tially block the penetration of most molecules and 
particles to the center. As shown in Figure 5a, a 3D 
tumor spheroid is approximately 200 µm in diameter 
and has a clear boundary between the outer and inner 
regions of the spheroid when observed under a con-
focal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). Moreover, 
the peripheral edge of the tumor spheroid exhibited 
strong green fluorescence from the cell skeleton, 
suggesting that the peripheral cells formed a dense 
wall similar to that of a real tumor. In Figure 5a, 
without the assistance of Lf-targeting ligands, only a 
few MIONs attached to the tumor spheroid, and no 
particles were observed in the center after 2 h of in-
cubation. Figure 5b represents the mean fluorescence 
intensity profiles from the cell skeleton (green line) 
and QD-labeled MIONs (red line) calculated from 10 
tumor spheroids. The normalized radius values of 0 
and 1 on the x-axis mean the position of the center and 
shell, respectively, of the tumor spheroid. Consistent 
with the results of the CLSM image, the fluorescence 
intensity of MIONs is weak, suggesting only a few 
particles in the spheroids. In contrast, when 

Lf-MIONs were applied to the tumor 
spheroid, the tumor cells took up a large 
amount of particles, but most of them 
still resided in the outer region of tumor 
spheroids (Figure 5b and 5e). The cell 
uptake behaviors are similar for those of 
a two-dimensional cell culture. Howev-
er, after the tumor spheroid was treated 
with Lf-MIONs/PFH, the particles with 
bright red fluorescence penetrated the 
inner regions from the surface to the 
middle (Figure 5c). Moreover, a few 
parts of the tumor spheroidal surfaces 
were shed after treatment with 
Lf-MIONs/PFH; this shedding might 
result from the deformation of the cell 
skeleton. Comparison of the fluorescence 
intensity in the inner regions showed 
that the tumor spheroids treated by Lf- 
MIONs/PFH (Figure 5f) showed a 
stronger fluorescence distribution than 
that of the spheroids treated by 
Lf-MIONs (Figure 5e). The enlarged 
CLSM images of the in vitro penetration 
of particles into three-dimensional tumor 
spheroids provide a clear comparison of 
MIONs, Lf-MIONs, and Lf-MIONs/PFH 
(right images of Figure 5a, 5c, and 5e). To 
evaluate the rates of particle penetration, 
the fluorescence intensity was monitored 
and calculated at various times. Alt-
hough both Lf-MIONs and 
Lf-PFH/MIONs at the beginning of 2 h 

 
Figure 4. (a-f) Cellular uptake of quantum dot (QD)-loaded (a-c) Lf-MIONs and (d-f) MIONs in RG2 cells 
after 30 min, 1 h, and 2 h of incubation: the QD red fluorescence increases over time from many cell 
regions, including the cytoplasm. (g) Flow cytometry analysis of QD-loaded Lf-MIONs after various 
incubation times in RG2 cells. 
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display a rapid increase in fluorescence intensity, the 
Lf-PFH/MIONs have approximately double the in-
tensity of Lf-MIONs after 2 h of incubation (Figure 5g 
and 5h). A control experiment where no particles 
were incubated with tumor spheroids confirmed that 
the red color was due to the QD-labeled particles 
(Supplementary Material: Figure S10). Two possible 
mechanisms for the strong appearance of fluorescence 
at the inner regions of tumor spheroids can be sug-

gested. First, the Lf on the MIONs significantly in-
creased the attachment of particles on the RG2 cell 
due to the overexpression of Lf receptors on RG2 cells, 
leading to a large amount of particles residing on the 
tumor spheroids. Second, although there are only a 
few gasifying PFHs during the incubation, the large 
number of weak liquid-gas transformations may cre-
ate energy in the space between the cells, enhancing 
the particle penetration and accumulation.  

 
Figure 5. In vitro penetration of (a, b) MIONs, (c, d) Lf-MIONs, (e, f) Lf-MIONs/PFH and, (g, h) Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH into three-dimensional tumor spheroids after 2 h of 
incubation. Dotted circles indicate the tumor spheroidal edges. Fluorescence intensity profiles of (b) MIONs, (d) Lf-MIONs, Lf-MIONs/PFH, and (h) Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH in tumor 
spheroids. The green line is the cell skeleton; the red line is QD-labeled particles. (i-l) The fluorescence intensity of (i) Lf-MIONs, (j) Lf-MIONs/PFH, and (l) Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH 
in the inner regions of tumor spheroids as a function of time. 
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MF effects on particle penetration 
 To estimate the effect of MF on the particle pen-

etration, an in vitro study was conducted on tumor 
spheroids incubated with Lf-MIONs/PFH for 4 h, and 
then, the tumor spheroids were subjected to the MF 
for 1 min. As shown in Figure 6a, a 3D-reconstructed 
cell image showed that large amounts of 
Lf-MIONs/PFH with bright red fluorescence ap-
peared on the cells before the MF treatment. A closer 
observation revealed that parts of the particles could 
penetrate the inner regions and resided in the dense 
cell skeletons (Figure 6b and 6c). The result showed 
that the tumor spheroids still maintained the mor-
phology constructed by compact cells. In contrast, 
once the MF was applied for 1 min, clear damage and 
deformation of the tumor spheroids were observed, as 
shown in Figure 6d. Parts of the boundary of the tu-
mor spheroid seemed to be ruptured, and higher 
quantities of Lf-MIONs accumulated in the spheroid. 
In high-magnification CLSM images (Figure 6d and 
6e), the cells exhibited shrinking morphologies, and 
clear gaps between cells could also be observed. The 
results indicated that the gasification of PFH, which 
was triggered in a few seconds, significantly influ-
enced the intercellular structures of tumor spheroids 
and destroyed the dense cell skeletons of compact 

cells in the periphery of the spheroids. This phenom-
enon also increased the particle penetration and ac-
cumulation in the tumor spheroids. As shown in Fig-
ure 6g, the particle fluorescence is approximately 
doubled in the inner regions of spheroids after the MF 
treatment for both Lf-MIONs and Lf-MIONs/PFH 
after another 4 h incubation. Notably, the MF also 
enhanced the accumulation of Lf-MIONs in tumor 
spheroids, which was probably cell damaged caused 
by the heat induced in a short time. For the time of 
accumulation, the fluorescence of the tumor spheroids 
that were incubated with Lf-MIONs/PFH rapidly 
increased within 1 h after the MF treatment; this re-
sponse is much faster than that for the incubation with 
Lf-/MIONs (Figure 6h). This finding also implies that 
the Lf-MIONs/PFH caused severe harm to the tumor 
spheroids. This observation is considered to result 
from a combination of thermal and mechanical effects 
that increase the tumor micro-environmental perme-
ability because the MF can induce the heat generation 
of MIONs and PFH gasification. Such effects also 
show the synergy of the carrier penetration en-
hancement and drug release in the tumor spheroids, 
which significantly increases the drug concentration 
in the deep regions of tumor cells.  

 
Figure 6. 3D-reconstructed cell image of tumor spheroids after incubation with Lf-MIONs/PFH (a-c) before and (d-f) after a 1-min treatment with a high-frequency magnetic 
field (MF). Lf-MIONs/PFH were labeled with bright red fluorescent QDs. (g) Fluorescence intensity of particles in the inner regions of tumor spheroids. (h) Normalized 
fluorescence intensity of particles as a function of time. 
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MF-triggered PFH/PTX release for in vitro cell 
killing 

 Concerning MF treatments in tumor spheroids, 
the in vitro cytotoxicity of PTX-loaded MIONs, 
Lf-MIONs and Lf-MIONs/PFH (termed as MI-
ONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PTX, and Lf-MIONs/PFH- 
PTX, respectively) against tumor spheroids was esti-
mated with and without MF treatments (Figure 7a 
and 7b). Compared to Lf-MIONs/PTX and 
Lf-MIONs/PFH-PTX, MIONs/PTX exhibited lower 
cytotoxicity toward RG2 cells. The viability of the RG2 
cells was approximately 47 % even when the MION 
concentration was 20 µg/ml. In contrast, 
Lf-MIONs/PTX and Lf-MIONs/PFH-PTX displayed 
enhanced cytotoxicity as the concentration increased. 
Consistent with the cell uptake experiments, the re-
sults demonstrated that the particles having high cell 
uptake ability can effectively transport PTX into the 
cells, leading to lower cell viability. Figure 7b shows 
the results of the cell-killing experiments using MF 
treatments at 4 kA/m of strength with various parti-
cles for 5 min. Before being subjected to MF, the free 
particles in the incubation medium were removed to 
ensure that the particles were uptaken by the cells. 
Several conclusions can be obtained from these re-
sults. First, MF increases cytotoxicity when cancer 
cells are treated by MIONs/PTX, leading to ~25 % cell 
viability. This change is likely a consequence of 
MF-induced hyperthermia and PTX release via mag-
netic induction of MIONs although only a few MIONs 
were uptaken by cells. Second, the cell-killing efficacy 
of PTX-containing MIONs is enhanced by the addi-
tion of Lf, which lowers the cell viability to 15 % at an 
Lf-MION concentration of 20 µg/mL. Third, PFH 
-loaded Lf-MIONs also cause ~20 % cell viability via 
magnetic induction of MIONs, which achieves the 
high cell-killing efficiency owing to the combination 
of PFH gasifying and hyperthermia. Since the 
MF-induced PFH gasification, the gas in or on the 
cells can damage the cancer cell membranes, leading 
to cell death. For a similar concentration, the MF 
treatment for the combined PFH and PTX in the 
Lf-MIONs is highly efficient, lowering the cell viabil-
ity to merely 4 %. Importantly, at the relatively low 
concentration, i.e., 5 µg/mL, the Lf-MIONs/PTX can 
also significantly improve therapeutic effects com-
pared to that for the particles without PFH. These 
results clearly agree and show that with the aid of a 
targeting ligand and PFH, the MF-triggered approach 
that is made feasible by the MION formulation is 
successful for in vitro tumor spheroids; the cell-killing 
efficacy is considerably enhanced when any single 
element in this strategy (Lf, PFH, and MF treatment) 
is added to the treatment protocol.  

 
Figure 7. In vitro cell viability of MIONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PTX, and 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH (a) before and (b) after 5-min of MF treatment. 

 

In vivo tumor therapy 
To investigate the tumor localization ability of 

Lf-MIONs/PFH, we injected 100 µL of solution con-
taining 0.5 wt% Lf-MIONs/PFH labeled with Cy 5.5 
into nude mice bearing RG2 tumor cells via the tail 
vein. At a post-injection time of 24 h, the MF was ap-
plied to the tumor for 5 min. In Figure 8a, the fluo-
rescent signal of Cy 5.5 (excitation wavelength: 640 
nm; emission wavelength: 710 nm) was observed at 
the tumor site after three days both with and without 
MF treatments. However, the fluorescent intensity of 
the tumor was much stronger after the MF treatment 
than without MF, indicating the effective localization 
of the Lf-MIONs to the tumor cells. Such localization 
behavior is probably caused by the Lf on MIONs and 
the PFH gasification, which can increase the accumu-
lation at RG2 cells and enhance the uptake efficiency, 
as we demonstrated in the in vitro study. Next, for 
evaluation of the antitumor activity, model mice with 
an RG2 tumor xenograft received the following 
treatments by i.v. injection via tail veins: (i) saline, (ii) 
MIONs/PTX, (iii) Lf-MIONs/PTX, and (iv) 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH. At 24 h post injection, a 10 min 
MF treatment was applied to the tumor. As shown in 
Figure 8b, only treatment (iv) inhibited the increase in 
the tumor size, although treatments (ii) and (iii) ar-
rested the tumor growth for the first 8 days. The re-
sults completely confirmed the therapeutic effects of 
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the magneto-chemo-thermal therapy (i.e. 
Lf-MIONs/PTX) mediated by the MIONs in the car-
riers in the present study; however, the combined use 
of MF, drug and PFH is the most effective, indicating 
that the PFH gasification in the tumor may help the 
particles penetrate, leading to an effective combina-
tion therapy in the solid tumor. The tumor growth 
inhibition rate of Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH was approxi-
mately 90 % compared with 78 % for Lf-MIONs/PTX 
and 36 % for MIONs/PTX (Figure 8c). Meanwhile, the 
mouse weight loss did not vary, demonstrating the 
minimal toxicity and side effects of the magne-
to-thermo-chemo-therapy administered using the 
Lf-MION/PTX-PFH systems (Supplementary Mate-
rial: Figure S11).  

In Figure 8d, the clearance organs of the mice 
were histologically investigated after intravenous 
injection of Lf-MIONs and MF treatment. After H&E 
staining, these tissue slices (heart, lung, liver, spleen 
and kidney) were observed 5 days post treatment, and 
they did not show severe damage, indicating the low 
toxicity of the Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH treatment of these 

organs. In contrast, various damaged cells and dead 
cells without nuclei were observed in the tumor slices 
obtained from MIONs/PTX-, Lf-MIONs/PTX-, 
Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH- and Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH+MF- 
treated mice (Figure 8e). Meanwhile, the healthy tu-
mor cells remained in the tumor slices that were 
treated without the MIONs or MF. Furthermore, the 
existence of large bubble-like areas lacking cells 
demonstrated the synergistic effect of the thermal 
therapy and PFH gasification. The gasification and 
thermo-chemo-therapy (Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH+MF) 
were more effective at damaging tumors than were 
the other therapeutic approaches of chemotherapy 
(Lf-MIONs/PTX and Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH). Com-
pared to the result from particle accumulation at a 
tumor (Figure 8a), such tumor damage can indeed 
lead to particle penetration and localization. Fur-
thermore, direct histological evidence has verified our 
cell viability data (Figure 7) and in vivo tumor inhibi-
tion (Figure 8b and 8c) results, with respect to the 
therapeutic efficacy of Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH+MF 
treatment.  

 
Figure 8. (a) Tumor accumulation of Lf-MIONs: fluorescence images of RG2 tumor-bearing mice following intravenous injection of Lf-MIONs with and without 10 min of MF 
treatment 24 h after injection. (b) Tumor growth curves of the RG2 tumor-bearing mice following intravenous injection of saline, MIONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PFH, 
and Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH. The MF was applied to the tumor for 10 min 24 h after injection. (c) Tumor weights of the RG2 tumor-bearing mice after the treatment at 16 days. (*) 
Statistically significant difference (*p < 0.05) as compared to all other groups. (d) H&E-stained slices of clearance organs and RG2 tumors. The mice were sacrificed at 1-day 
post-MF treatment. No obvious abnormality in major organs after the treatment. (e) Tumor slices after different treatments, including untreated (control), MIONs/PTX, 
Lf-MIONs/PTX, Lf-MIONs/PFH, Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH, and Lf-MIONs/PTX-PFH+MF. 
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Conclusions 
In summary, we have developed a scalable and 

robust method to synthesize ultra-uniform mesopo-
rous iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONs) with hydro-
phobic pores capped by lactoferrin (Lf) bio-gates. 
These particles were capable of encapsulating and 
delivering both hydrophobic PTX and PFH with high 
efficiency. Short-duration magneto-triggered PFH 
gasification was able to damage and rupture tumor 
spheroids, enhancing the penetration and accumula-
tion of drug/carriers in deep tumors. A long-time MF 
treatment further led to intense heat and a burst-like 
drug release in tumor spheroids, causing high 
cell-killing efficiency of the thermo-chemo-therapy. 
The energy generation and drug release behaviors act 
rapidly and have a precise field-strength dependence 
without any lagging. From this combination of tar-
geting and MF-guiding particle penetration strategies, 
considerable tumor growth suppression in vivo was 
also observed when treating a solid tumor. We believe 
that the drug delivery system developed here can 
promote the integration of theranostic approaches 
that combine bioimaging, controlled multiple-drug 
release, hyperthermia and deep tumor penetration for 
combination therapy and other biomedical applica-
tions. 
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